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About This Content

This DLC pack includes the following items:

Accessories
Mini Festival Shrine, Eggplant, Cucumber, Battle axe, Headdress, Sign Set, Bright Band Set, Rain cloud, Shinobi Scarf,
Mask, Shuriken, Tengu Mask, Wooden Doll, Balloon, Cherry, Scrunchie, Loose Sock

Rich Accessories
Rainbow, Glowstick, Otohime's Robe
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One of the best games of 2011! Even though I did not purchase it then. I highly recommend this game. There is a lot of things to
do even after you finish the game, and with all the DLC, the game is even that more amazing! But like I said, I highly
recommend Batman: Arkham City! And I think if you play it and haven't already seen the ending or even know what happens
then I think you'll be surprised!. Couldn't have made this game any better myself!
10/10. its pretty fricking dope!. Nice adventure in the style of Amnesia: The dark Descent, but without horror or enemies...
You should really like this genre, otherwise skip this one. But if you do you could have a good time with it.. Challenging and fun
with good music. Note 'paper movement' in setting is for mouse parallax.

Things that can be improved:
-adding the 'next level' and 'play it again' buttons to the 'rebind keys' portion of the settings;
-adding a 'Restore Default Settings' option in settings;
-showing how many moves are required to obtain a certain number of stars on each level (for example if I finish level 13 with
11 moves and get 2 stars it says 'you solved the level with 11 moves! that's a new highscore!', but doesn't say how many moves
are required to earn 3 stars);
-fixing problem with binds: for example binding 'use helper' to an arbitrary key (eg "X"), then try to bind it to 'ENTER' (it's
default value) it results in a loop

Hope this is helpful.. I regret buying this, I had fun the first few hours, but there's not much more beyond the start. Buy things,
sell things, fast forward. You never play on normal speed, and a game like that isn't worth much usually
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I read one of the reviews saying the style of gameplay is similar to Final Fantasy Tactics (One of my favorite games). It is
nothing like that, with the exception of the chessboard setup of the levels. I have never played a game this unbelievably slow in
all my life.I really really really wanted to like it. I got 2 hours in trying to engage with the story but it is just so dry and tedious..
This game has awesome huge \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 monster anime girls. Using same review for all Zup games.

------------------------------------

Main reason to get, make your profile look better with the many differently designed achievements.

Very cheap and would highly recommend when in bundle.

Loads of achievements for the achievement hunters.

Can be fun to play but games are not very long because of easy puzzles.

Heard that there is a Zup 5 in greenlight.

If they can make some original achievements fair enough but as a steam user that wishes we have something like a gamerscore
like with the Xbox, games like this would not exist on steam.

(but would probs still get if very cheap)

. Don't do what I did: Waste your money on a multiplayer only game with no community.. Holy crap this game sucks. Massive
amounts of eye strain and the mechanics are overly complicated. The game needs a massive overhaul on usability and the
interface. It's nowhere near as good as GSB was.. Good stuff! I think the escape room genre works really well and Trespass was
really atmospheric. Can't wait to see what Episode 2 has in sotre!
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